The vibratory conveying is widely applied in many industrial technological processes involving gravimetric transport, processing, and dosing of particulate and granular materials. From the macroscopic point of view, the process of vibratory conveyance is based on recurrent micro-throws of particles of the material being conveyed. Vibrations of the load (vibratory trough), i.e. of the carrying element, the so called load carrying element (LCE), containing the material cause movement of particles of the material, therefore the material obtains the character of a viscous fluid and as such becomes suitable for conveyance, dosing, or further processing. The conveying material flow directly depends on the average value of particles throw movements, being on a certain LCE working vibration frequency. This average value, on the other hand, depends on vibratory width i.e. doubled amplitude oscillation, of the LCE. Optimal transport is determined by drive type. It is within frequency range $5Hz - 120Hz$ and vibratory width range $0.1mm - 20mm$, for the most of materials. Different drive types can achieve mechanical vibrations of the conveying element. The very first drives were originally completely mechanical (pneumatics, hydraulics and inertial). Nowadays, most of the common drives are based on mechatronic devices (i.e. mechanical and electrical). When a reciprocating motion has to be electrically produced, the use of a rotary electric motor with a suitable transmission is really a rather roundabout way of solving the problem. It is generally a better solution to look for an mechatronic incremental-motion system with magnetic coupling, which produces a direct “to-and-from” movement. By realizing free vibrations of variable intensity and frequency over a wide range through application of the vibratory conveyor, electromagnetic actuator, suitable power converter, and the corresponding controller (which together makes up a complex mechatronic system), continuous conveyance of granular materials have been provided for various operating conditions. Standard power output stages intended for control of vibratory conveyance using thyristors and triacs. Phase angle control can only accomplish tuning of amplitude oscillations, but oscillation frequency cannot be adjusted by these converters. Switching converters overcomes these disadvantages. Application of current controlled transistor converters enables accomplishing the amplitude and/or frequency control. Their use implies the excitation of a vibratory conveyor independent of the supply network frequency. In addition, the frequency control ensures operation in the region of mechanical resonance. Operation in this region is favourable from the energy point of view, since it requires minimal energy consumption. As well as, amplitude and duration of excitation force tuning, it is also possible to tune its frequency. Consequently, complicated mechanical tuning is eliminated and seeking resonant frequency is provided. In the lecture will be presented possible solutions and advantages of the amplitude and/or frequency control of vibratory conveyors by means of different power converter topologies, as well as some further directions of development and application of power converters in this mechatronics systems. Also, the lecture will show the retrospective of realized industrial solutions of vibration transport that was applied in the process industry, the cement industry and in the systems for transportation of slag and ash on thermal power plants.
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